Dear Droners & Lovers of the UN-LIMITED music!

Here are our mailorder-entries & release-news for NOVEMBER 2010, the 7th "Newsflash"-update this year!

First of all, some unusual label news: Right in time for the celebration of the 100th Drone 7", Drone Records will be part of an exhibition that takes part soon in Leipzig, Germany, going on for one month. If you’re living there or nearby or you will visit Leipzig in the next few weeks, check it out!

"DRONE RECORDS will be part of an exhibition at the "D21 KUNSTRAUM" in Leipzig, Germany, going from Nov. 12 to Dec. 12, 2010. Theme is "Rauschen und Filmkerner" ("hissing and flickering") seen as discrete aesthetic phenomena building a new "scope of possibilities". Drone Records will create four listening-stations with selected tracks from Drone EPs, and all released 100 Drone 7"s first editions will be shown. At the opening evening on November 12, German Drone Records artist SEETYCA will do a 4-hour performance, starting at 8 p.m. The entrance is free! http://www.dronerecords.de/2010/11/rauschen-und-filmkerner/

Other exciting news & recommendations: Canadian experimental drone project AUN has a new great album on CYCLIC LAW, JON MUELLER's "The Whole" on TYPE is a true hypnotic masterpiece too, finally new material out by HUM (self-released mCDR that could be played endlessly), DANIEL MENKE uses storm-sounds on "Blood of the Land" mCD, and great new albums by SUPERSILENT, MARSFIELD (project of ANDREW CHALK & BRIAN WALLIS), JEFFRE CANTU-LEDESMA and drone newcomer SIMON WHETHAM. We also want to draw your attention to an excellent electro-acoustic album by CHRISTIAN ZANESI that is available again, and to VOICE OF EYE's early recordings from 1989-1991 that are out on a stunning new LP on Vinyl-On-Demand... plus, last not least a new TROUM LP named "Mare Idipshonika", that comes out in a different version on two labels (European and North-American) in seeing the light of day these days...

As always, pre-orders & reservations are possible. Most of the titles listed are in stock, others are backorderable quickly. All prices are in EURO and do NOT include postage & handling costs! Please note the minimum order is 25 Euro. The full mailorder-backprogramme is viewable (with search- & orderfunction) on our website www.dronerecords.de to SOUND-SAMPLES for specific items please follow the website-link / URL we list for the item if existing, almost all labels offer samples on their website.

Please send your orders & all communication to: drone@dronerecords.de

We are ALL Drones!

BaraKa

WE ARE ALL DRONES!

Please always mention THE PRICES (if you don’t order through the website) to make our work on your orders easier & faster and to avoid further delays, thanks a lot!

1 A BROKEN CONSORT - Crow Autumn CD Tompkins Square TSSQ233 2010 project of RICHARD SKELETON, beautiful excursions into melancholic ambience played entirely on acoustic instruments especially violins; re-workings of material that appeared before on privately issued CD-R editions in 2007 & 2009.

2 AMON - Nana maxi-CD Weird Ampluxx WAX 07 2003 BACK IN STOCK FOR SPECIAL PRICE! 15 minutes one-track, handmade artwork by DANIEL CROKAERT (Mystery Sea).

3 ANAKRID - Post Load: Nihisurrealism LP Stereonecrosis Records STNRU 104 2007 rare one-sided "anti-record" LP from this US "dada-ambience" project known from Beta-Lactam releases; second side has 5 pieces of "nothing"; lim. 100 hand-coloured paper & textured cover & signed. ONE 2nd hand copy in stock, almost MINT 25,00.

4 ANTONY / FENNESZ - Returnal 7" Editions MEGO eMego 104X 2010 One piece by ANTONY, the other side has a track by FENNESZ; full colour artwork by STEPHEN O’MALLEY 8,00 www.editionsmeego.com

5 AUN - Black Pyramid www.cycliclaw.com

6 AUN - Blood on the Moon Bologna, + bonus CD of the album 16,50 www.cycliclaw.com

7 ANAKRID - High Machine Lip Moves LP + CD LPs Basses Frequences BF28 2010 re-mastered re-issue of the first classic CHIRS & COSEY album from 1981, blue vinyl 15,00 www.cartertull.com

8 ANAKRID - Alien Soundtracks LP + CD LRLP 314 2010 reissue of the second album from 1978; distorted experimental industrial rock, much ahead of their time ... 180g vinyl, printed inner sleeve, + rare bonus track + bonus CD of the album (same material) 16,00 http://lilithrec.ru/

9 ANAKRID - Blood on the Moon LP + CD LRLP 317 2010 re-issue of the fifth album by the legendary group from San Francisco using more "industrial metal beats" asabis... incl. bonus tracks from the first live-performance in Bologna. + bonus CD of the album 16,50 http://lilithrec.ru/

10 ANAKRID - Half Machine Lip Moves LP + CD LRLP 315 2010 re-issue of their third groundbreaking LP from 1979; industrial acid punk from outer space! has three bonus-tracks from the "Subterranean Modern" compilation (Ralph Records 1979), + bonus CD of the album 16,50 http://lilithrec.ru/

11 ANAKRID - Chrome - Blood on the Moon LP + CD LRLP 316 2010 re-issue of their fourth album from 1980, more droning and ambient than the previous ones & another milestone! Comes with few rare bonus-tracks + bonus CD copy of the album 16,50 http://lilithrec.ru/

12 ANAKRID - Chrome - Red Exposure LP + CD LRLP 318 2010 reissue of the sixth album from 1982, the last official release of the industrial-cyberpunk; incl. 2 bonus-tracks from the rare "Anorexic Sacrifice?" + bonus CD of the album 16,50 http://lilithrec.ru/

13 ANAKRID - Chrome - Half Machine Lip Moves LP + CD LRLP 319 2010 reissue of the seventh album from 1984, rare & beautiful at the same time... 180g vinyl, printed inner sleeve, + rare bonus track + bonus CD of the album (same material) 16,00 http://lilithrec.ru/

14 ANAKRID - Chrome - Blood on the Moon LP + CD LRLP 317 2010 reissue of the fifth album by the legendary group from San Francisco using more "industrial metal beats" asabis... incl. bonus tracks from the first live-performance in Bologna. + bonus CD of the album 16,50 http://lilithrec.ru/

15 ANAKRID - Chrome - Red Exposure LP + CD LRLP 316 2010 re-issue of their fourth album from 1980, more droning and ambient than the previous ones & another milestone! Comes with few rare bonus-tracks + bonus CD copy of the album 16,50 http://lilithrec.ru/

16 ANAKRID - Chrome - Blood on the Moon LP + CD LRLP 317 2010 reissue of the fifth album by the legendary group from San Francisco using more "industrial metal beats" asabis... incl. bonus tracks from the first live-performance in Bologna. + bonus CD of the album 16,50 http://lilithrec.ru/

17 ANAKRID - Chrome - Red Exposure LP + CD LRLP 316 2010 re-issue of their fourth album from 1980, more droning and ambient than the previous ones & another milestone! Comes with few rare bonus-tracks + bonus CD copy of the album 16,50 http://lilithrec.ru/

18 ANAKRID - Chrome - Blood on the Moon LP + CD LRLP 317 2010 reissue of the fifth album by the legendary group from San Francisco using more "industrial metal beats" asabis... incl. bonus tracks from the first live-performance in Bologna. + bonus CD of the album 16,50 http://lilithrec.ru/

19 ANAKRID - Chrome - Red Exposure LP + CD LRLP 316 2010 re-issue of their fourth album from 1980, more droning and ambient than the previous ones & another milestone! Comes with few rare bonus-tracks + bonus CD copy of the album 16,50 http://lilithrec.ru/

20 ANAKRID - Chrome - Blood on the Moon LP + CD LRLP 317 2010 reissue of the fifth album by the legendary group from San Francisco using more "industrial metal beats" asabis... incl. bonus tracks from the first live-performance in Bologna. + bonus CD of the album 16,50 http://lilithrec.ru/

21 ANAKRID - Chrome - Red Exposure LP + CD LRLP 316 2010 re-issue of their fourth album from 1980, more droning and ambient than the previous ones & another milestone! Comes with few rare bonus-tracks + bonus CD copy of the album 16,50 http://lilithrec.ru/

22 ANAKRID - Chrome - Blood on the Moon LP + CD LRLP 317 2010 reissue of the fifth album by the legendary group from San Francisco using more "industrial metal beats" asabis... incl. bonus tracks from the first live-performance in Bologna. + bonus CD of the album 16,50 http://lilithrec.ru/
**CURRENT 93** - Box Volume 1 2 x 2 x 4 LP wood-box & folder Captive Nat-NIEF 79 2010 10 in STOCK VERY FEW COPIES!!! Both VOD wood-boxes coming in a massive deluxe fine-linen folder (silk-screened and embossed) to complete the set!!! sorry price is a bit higher now 245,00 www.vinyl-on-demand.com

**CURRENT 93** - Haunted Graves, Morning Waves ps-LP Captive Nat NIFE011CD 2010 a hallucinogenic reflection on themes from "Baastorm, Sing Omega", rare picture disc with a painting on DAVID TIBET on both sides, ltd. 666, so far only available directly from Coptic Cat CD or on www.copticcat.com.

**CURRENT 93** - Haunted Graves, Morning Waves CD Captive Nat NIFE011CD 2010 a hallucinogenic reflection on themes from "Baastorm, Sing Omega", the CD version is limited to 999 copies 13,00 www.copicat.com

**CYCLOPE** - Wounded Galaxies tap at the Window (ill. lim.) EP Phantom Records NAO 1 2010 now album by the duos OSSIDIAN BROWN & STEPHEN THROWER (know from various early COIL-releases and lately with UNICAZURN) ltd. ed 250 copies on COIL TYE VINYL (only available from the band-website usually) 19,50 www.cyclope.com

**EARTH** - A Bureaucratic Desire for Extra Capsular Extraction do-LP Southern Lord LORDLP 122 2010 the debut-recordings from EARTH (1990 Smegma Studios session) for the first time available on one release, feat. JOE PRESTON & KURT COBAIN! Re-mastered with an artwork by STEPHEN O'MALLEY 29,00 www.southernlord.com

**EAU-Dc** - same LP Drienhausz DRH 9 2010 newcomer (!) from Switzerland/Germany with well done purely electronic "experimental ambient", slow synthetic movements are contrasted by more vivid glitch & microsounds... for fans of MØLE PLATEAUX ambient, stuff. ltd. 100 17,00 www.drienhausz.de

**ELGREN, LEIF / PER JONSSON / KENT TANKRED - UGN / MAT** CD Ash International Ash 5.3 2000 otherworldly drone-noise in different intensities during surrealistic / absurd performance actions; re-issue of the legendary "UGH" LP from 1986 (Radium), plus another piece from 1989 rec. for the performance MAT. Recommended! Last copies! 13,00 www.ashinternational.com

**ELIAN Whispers, then Silence** CD Home Normal home n 017 2010 quite experimental and daring, always challenging and beautiful changing between beautiful soundscapes and more strange parts, first CD album for this US project, to discover ! 15,00 www.homennonmal.com

**ENGLISH, LAWRENCE - Incongruous Harmonies** 7" Touch Seven TS 2010 number 9 in the Touch 7"series (lovers covers, astonishing music) feat. two pieces by the rising Australian "experimental ambiance" composer and main behind the ROOM410 label; ltd. 500 7,50 www.touchseven.com.au

**ENNO RHESES FRITZDELÅ - same** 5 x CDR BOX Eigenbau Records 03 2010 a compilation of all known ENNO Rheese tape releases (who once had a LP on the legendary VERY GOOD RECORDS label in 1995 which is now a collectors item); 250 copies in cardboard box; third release on the new label from FRANK ROWENTA for "hommage avantgarde, rare picture art, experimental music, kitchen folk, documental and field recordings" 25,00 www.eigenbau-rowenta.co.uk

**FAUST** - 71 Minutes do-LP Recommended Records ReRF01DL 2010 first time on vinyl, "71 minutes" is compiled from lost and unreleased material ("Munich & Elsewhere"); "Faust Party 3" LP; second in the ReR Series of FAUST re-issues 24,50 www.referredrecs.com

**FIRST, DAVID - Privacy Issues (droneseworks 1996-2009)** 3 x CD Experimental Intermedia XI 134 2010 overview of 9 dronework-compositions from 1996-2009 by this US composer who has been called "a bizarre cross between HENDRIX and LA MONTE YOUNG." 23,00 www.xrides.com

**FLYING SAUCER ATTACK - same** CD VINYL Records #111 1993 back in stock the first phenomenal album by the fuzzy dream-droneme psychedelia band from Bristol, UK 13,00 www.vfrides.com

**GIARDINO DI MARE** - Il fuoco CD City Centre Offices 2010 music for the movie "Il Fuoco" by Giovanni Pastrone from the great Italian post-rock band 16,00 www.city-centre-offices.de

**HAFLER TRIO / COLIN POTTER / ANDREW LILES - 3 Eggs** CD Important Records IMPREC 94 2006 BACK IN STOCK LAST COPIES! tour CD of never realized tour; special 12-panel art cover, ltd. 1000, 8 tracks, 66 minutes! 14,50

**HAIGN, ROBERT - Anonymous Lights** CD Siren Records SIREN 019 2010 follower of "Notes and Crossings" with minimal, fragile piano-compositions; ltd. 500 with handmade miniature jacket-sleeve designed by FARAWAY PRESS, on Daisuke Suzuki's cult label SIREN! 15,00

**HEIRS - Fowl** CD Denoval Deno69 2010 second album by this very good Australian post-rock / industrial-metal band; recommended for fans of SWANS... CONTROLLING BLEEDING, GODFLESH, NADJA... 13,50 www.denoval.com

**HEIRS - Fowl** LP Denoval DenLP69 2010 second album by this very good Australian post-rock / industrial-metal band; recommended for fans of SWANS... CONTROLLING BLEEDING, GODFLESH, NADJA... ltd. version vinyl 15,50 www.denoval.com

**HELM** - do LP Denoval DenLP65 2010 second album of this band from UK with their very emotional form of post-rock, using lots of acoustic instruments & creating many very beautiful moments...luxurious vinyl version this time! 14,00 a 24 page booklet accompanies the release too! 13,00 www.denoval.com

**HER NAME IS CALLA - The Quiet Lamb** do-LP Denoval DenLP65 2010 second album of this band from UK with their very emotional form of post-rock, using lots of acoustic instruments & creating many very beautiful moments; incl. 24 p booklet 13,50

**HDLA & VRESNIT - Kornej Senju Inej CD-R VETVEI V09** 2010 studio album to "Inej Senju Komette" and second part of collaboration by these two Russian projects from the ever growing drone-scene there - shamianic meditation drones, played on gutturalized frequencies & micro-tonal wind instruments; released on this one-track release from Yanoslov, Russia 10,00 www.vetvei-ohms.ru

**HUM - Enfim de Mioiro** MC-rD Rarities Denovali RAR65 2010 finaly a new release (created 2007-2009) by the Russian drone-project; another exploration of subtility and caressing drones on this one-tracker (18* minutes), little cardboard-sleeved cover, highly recommended !! 6,50

**HUM - same** MC-rD Rarities Denovali RAR65 2010 finaly a new release (created 2007-2009) by the Russian drone-project; another exploration of subtility and caressing drones on this one-tracker (18* minutes), little cardboard-sleeved cover, highly recommended !! 6,50

**HUNTING SHADOW - Shades out of Time** 82-83 x 3 LP Box Vinyl-On-Demand VOD75 2010 material from cassette-only releases or completely unreleased stuff of this industrial group from the US; incl. bonus T 59,00 www.vinyl-on-demand.com

**I8U - 29 Palms** CD-R Dragon's Eye Recordings de5030 2010 very lush atmospheric drone-winds (one-tracker) based on field recordings from the Joshua Tree National Park in Southern California & electronic processing; ed. of 200 copies, lovely / professional design the label is known for; behind "I8u" is well known Canadian sound-artist FRANCIS JOB 10,00 www.dragonsyerecordings.com

**JUPITER-LARSEN, GX - Expanded 10"** 10" NR4441 2010 two new tracks by JUPITER-LARSEN aka THE HATERS, comes in a lovely gatefold-10-design & inlay with a text by GX about "permawave" and "polywave"; ltd. 500 16,00 www.jupiterspace.com

**KRAUTROCK PANORAMA** do LP Denovali DenLP65 2010 second album of this band from UK with their very emotional form of post-rock, using lots of acoustic instruments & creating many very beautiful moments; ltd. version vinyl 15,00 www.denoval.com

**LEGENDARY PINK DOTS - Seconds late for the Brighton Line** do-LP ROIR RUSLP 8317 2010 30th Anniversary Album! The dots are currently on a North America tour and return after the leaving of long time members NIELS VAN HOORN & MARTIJN DE KLEER with an incredible show; very emotional, more electronic & reduced as before! ltd. version vinyl 17* minutes plus bonus track only bonus track !!! 18,00 www.roir-usa.com

**MARUTTI, ANDREA & FAUSTO BALBO - Detrimental Dialogue** CD-R AFRERECA AFR007 2010 for a motion picture & and a "science fiction television show", to coincidence with their EU tour Oct. 2010

**MAESTRO TRI** - same do-LP Denoval DenLP65 2010 second album of this band from UK with their very emotional form of post-rock, using lots of acoustic instruments & creating many very beautiful moments; ltd. version vinyl 13,50 www.denoval.com

**MAESTRO TRI** - for the Brightline CD RDR RUSDC 8317 2010 30th Anniversary Album! The dots are currently on a North America tour and return after the leaving of long time members NIELS VAN HOORN & MARTIJN DE KLEER with an incredible strong album; very emotional, more electronic & reduced as before... 13,00 www.roir-usa.com

**LES FRAGMENTS DE LA NUIT - Demain, Cet ailleur Hier CD Equilibrium Music E0Q028 2010 second album by this French neo-class ensemble, mainly based on tracks with strings & violins; described as a cross between ARVO PÄRT, PHILIP GLASS, GODSPEED YOU BLACK EMPOROR and MAGMA! (15,00 www.equilibriummusic.com

**MAEROR TRI / CRAWL UNIT - Forazeihan / Broken Books & Wings** CD-R Ferns Recordings ferns_rhizome_08 2010 "pure sonic nature" ! Fantastic new one-tracker based on multiple layered STORM-recordings! 20+ minutes; ltd. ed 500, typical FERNS design 14,00
65 MUELLER, JON - The Whole LP + CD Type Records TYPE074V 2010 the most hypnotic release by JON MUELLER so far, repetitive percussion & voice mantras, truly trance-inducing & ritual-like, without sounding "retro"! Highly recommended! Lim. vinyl LP + CD in 150 wax-coated paper sleeve.

67 MUELLER, JON - The Whole CD Type Records TYPE074V 2010 the most hypnotic release by JON MUELLER so far, repetitive percussion & voice mantras, truly trance-inducing & ritual-like, without sounding "retro"! Highly recommended! Lim. CD in 150 wax-coated paper sleeve.

65 MUFF-BUDE - Intermezzo feutre Toast Band CD-R Eigenbau Records 02 2010 tape recordings from 1993 played on a damaged reel to reel multi-track recorder (the machine generates echo & distortion sounds itself), feat. FRANK ROWENTA, ACHIM KHAN (H.N.A.S.), other friends & family members and HERBERT GRÖNEMEYER as guest (!), plus shortwave & vhf wave sounds recorded with old tube receivers; lim. 500, printed deluxe digipack 12,00 www.eigenbau.rowenta.cc

106 LP Rune Grammofon RLP 3103 2010 vinyl-only release with additional material recorded during the "Supersilent 8" sessions

107 LP Disaster Area DA001 1998 back in stock some NEW copies of this 12 year old vinyl-only album, the first release from the now defunct north-german label ! Soon to be

109 TROUM - Mare Idiophonika www.touretterecords.com CD Silken Tofu 2010 TROUM is back with a new full-length album that works as a dedication to imaginable self-organized aural systems, using singing-bowls and "dry" beats for the very first time! Contains one long one-tracker based on a live-programme that was performed in 2007, lim. 500, this is the European version with different artwork! RELEASE-DATE: 15. Nov. 2010 www.silkentofu.org

113 SUBINTERIOR - The Chrysalis Secret CD-R AFE Records afe068lcd 2006 back in stock last copies, first album on AFE for the great Italian "dream drone" project (known from the doLP on Denovali); lim. 100 full-colour cardboard cover; SOLD OUT

111 SMEGMA - Mirage CD Important Records IMPREC 311 2010 NEW material, SMEGMA does "the impossible" again, 38 years after their start! Includes an unreleased bonus-track from 1973!

104 TROUM - Mare Idiophonika www.touretterecords.com CD Silken Tofu 2010 TROUM is back with a new full-length album that works as a dedication to imaginable self-organized aural systems, using singing-bowls and "dry" beats for the very first time! Contains one long one-tracker based on a live-programme that was performed in 2007, lim. 500, this is the European version with different artwork! RELEASE-DATE: 15. Nov. 2010 www.silkentofu.org

111 TROUM - Mare Idiophonika CD Silken Tofu 2010 TROUM is back with a new full-length album that works as a dedication to imaginable self-organized aural systems, using singing-bowls and "dry" beats for the very first time! Contains one long one-tracker based on a live-programme that was performed in 2007, lim. 500, this is the European version with different artwork! RELEASE-DATE: 15. Nov. 2010 www.silkentofu.org
112 VASSON ORCHESTRA - Shamans Udmurtian fuck NLO MC Para. Shutilizm Records 2010 the only recordings of this short lived project formed by ALEXANDER POSLYKHALIN (FATHER SILOUAN) and DMITRY CHISTOV (known also as HUM!) feat. also fragments by Russian cult figure ROMAN SIDOROV (STARUHA MHA!); the first female researcher of magic mushrooms; excellent psychoactive drone-muzak, comes in foldout cardboard sleeve with embossed silver lettering 13.00 www.vclayt.com

113 VISIONS - Summoning the Void CD Cyclic Law 24th Cycle 2010 new album by this Canadian dark space ambient project (lead by FREDERIC ARBOUR who is also behind the label CYCLIC LAW); comes in A5 foldout cardboard sleeve with embossed silver lettering 13.00 www.cycliclaw.com

114 VOICE OF EYE - Anthology One. 1989-91 do-LP Vinyl-On-Demand VOD80 2010 compilation of re-mastered material from the first three VOICE OF EYE MCs "ISOLATION" (1989), "VOICE OF EYE" (1991), and "RESONANT FIELDS / HOT GYPSY FINK HELL" (1991), feat. URE THRALL and others; a very raw & dark ecstatic form of improvised drone- & trance ambience, incredible stuff!; lim. 500 nice gatefold-cover edition with various photos 25.00 www.vinyl-on-demand.com

115 V.A. - Lieder für Keller und Dusche CD-R Eigenbau Records 01 2010 first release on a new German label started by FRANK ROWENTA (known from his ROWENTA/KHAN project with H.N.A.S.-member) feat. SOLANACEAE TAU (very active project from the tape-scene days), STURCLUB THE SIEMERS VORAN DUO, VAN DAALE, NEUROPÄPSTE, SEEHEIMER KREIS, FÖTEN MIT FLÖTEN (dada-noise band from Bremen feat. TAUSENDSCHOEN (ex MAEROR TRIL!); a weird, extreme & bizarre compilation, lim. 50 copies in handcrafted cardboard slipcase 13.00 www.eigenbau.rowenta.cc

117 V.A. - Offstrings LP Complacency Records CR201001 2010 the label of DAN BURKE (ILLUSION OF SAFETY) is back with a very experimental compilation feat. new work from Chicago-based guitar players: DAVID DANIEL, MARK SHIPPY, TRAVIS BIRD, DAN BURKE, MICHAEL WELCH, etc. lim. 500 copies! nice gatefold-cover edition with various photos 15.00 www.complacency-records.com

118 CD Rune Grammofon RCD 2100 2010 label-compilation to the 100th release of the Norwegian label; exclusive material by ALOG, ULTRALYD, MAJA RATKJE, SUPERSILENT, DEAHTPROD, and many more Norwegian acts. 14.50 www.runegrammofon.com

119 CD Zeitkratzer Records zkr 0007 2010 hard to believe, but its true: ZEITKRATZER perform WHITEHOUSE - completely acoustic with the use of clarinets, trumpet, trombone, piano, harp, drums, violin, violoncello & doublebass 15.00 www.zeitkratzer.de

120 CD-R Ripples Recordings rpl 006 2010 collaboration through the web by the duo ZERO CENTIGRADE (Italy) and Japanese project FORMER_AIRLINE; linking instrumental improvisations (guitar, trumpet) with electronic sounds in a very concrete & physical way 7.00 www.ripplesrecordings.webs.com

the END (is just another beginning)
Dear Droners & Lovers of the UN-LIMITED music!

Here are our mailorder-entries & release-news for DECEMBER 2010, the 8th & last "Newsflash"-update this year!

SPECIAL OFFERS: We offer a little "end of the year" sale with special low prices for mainly older articles, these are not listed here below but you can find them easily in the database by typing "SPECIAL OFFER" at the "browse our catalogue" search field on the website, or click this link: http://www.dronerecords.de/search.html?text=SPECIAL%20OFFER&x=0&y=0

Other exciting news & recommendations: Lots of NEW MCs in this update, partly with incredibly handmade designs (the MC is really back!), & more rather unknown names & newcomers worth to discover especially for droneheads: YANN NOVAK, KEITH BERRYs picLP on Elevator Bath, DOUGLAS QUINs LP on Taiga (most bizarre & wonderful underwater field recordings!), amazing otherworld-sounds from K11, a limited CDR by Swedish artist B*TONG & recommended dark drones on CD-R from GOHUL DETAIL, and new albums & releases by VOICE OF EYE, HUM, NURSE WITH WOUND, SMALL CRUEL PARTY, JESU, OUR LOVE WILL DESTROY THE WORLD, CHRISTOPH HEEMANN on LP, A. TIETCHENS, MAEOR TR, D. MENICHE, BETA LACTAM RING RECORDS (with many new LP/KA/SPEL/SILVERMAN releases), a massive 12 CD box by MERZBOW with drone-ambient (!) material, a crazy 26 x MC release by SILENTES with only Italian artists, etc. etc. to mention only few.....

Please note Drone Rec. is closed for winter holidays from 24.12.2010 - 3.1.2011. Thanks!

As always, pre-orders & reservations are possible. Most of the titles listed here are available, others are backorder quickly. All prices are in EURO and DO NOT include postage & handling costs! Please note the minimum order is 25 Euro. The FULL mailorder-backprogramme is viewable (with search- & orderfunction) on our website www.dronerecords.de. All NEW items listed here are already listed in the database on the website, except for very rare/restricted copy items. If you're interested in listening to SOUND SAMPLES for specific items please follow the website-link / URL we list for the item if existing, almost all labels offer samples on their website.

Please send your orders and all communication to: drone@dronerecords.de   PLEASE always mention THE PRICES (if you don't order through the website) to make our work on your orders easier & faster and to avoid further delays, thanks a lot  WE ARE ALL DRONES!

BaraKa[H]

---

1 ANCONER / FENNESZ / PRIMO / REHBERG - Afternoon Tea - ambient drone / noise atmospheric ambient work
2 ANCONER / FENNESZ / PRIMO / REHBERG - Afternoon Tea - ambient drone / noise atmospheric ambient work
3 ANBB (ALVA NOTO + BLIXA BARGELD) - Mimikry
4 AS LOUD AS POSSIBLE - THE NOISE CULTURE MAGAZINE VOL. 1
5 BLINDHAED - Laguna Sunrise
6 B*WOLFE - The Noise Culture Magazine VOL. 2
7 BADDEN - BUCKETTOVSISSORS - BTONG - FTBPD LIVE; SPOTLIGHTS ON COLIN MARSTON - SAM AMIDON - BRENDAN PERRY - ZEITKRATZER - MAX EASTLEY - ZS; 88 SEITEN REVIEWS. - deutsche Sprach, 88 Seiten, handliches Format, günstig & geistreich!
8 BAKER, AIDAN - Songs of Flowers & Skin CD Beta-lactam Ring Records mt165 2010 re-issue of the beautiful melancholic ("doomgazed"), more song-oriented album from 2006; part of "black series" coming with special cover, ltd. & numbered ed. of 100, high quality duplication, €14,50
9 BERY, KEITH - The Cartesien Plane pic-LP Elevator Bath eaooa033 2010 another release in this lovely series (artwork painting & sound by the same artist), very interesting release by this multi-disciplinary artist, cultural researcher and writer; comes with 22p booklet "A Weapon for the Wolf Age"; lim. 200 professional cover & duplication 10,00 http://mirror-tapes.blogspot.com
10 BIDDLE, PAUL - The First Oddity 2010 ambient lounge music from this excellent ex-member of the San Francisco Underground; lim. 300, €17,00
11 BOOK & 7" KomistA KR-4 / ISBN 3-928988-00-X 1992 CAGE-composition from 1991 based on field recordings from Hanau (Germany) to support an autonomous squat, in collaboration with author WOLFGANG STERNECK and the KOMISTA project; lots of texts & documents in the 100p book about conscious listening, radical music & society change; absolute last copies back in stock! €15,00
12 CYCLOBE - Wounded Galaxies tap at the Window €14,50 www.cyclobe.com
13 D'INCISE - Rivages sur l'Antipode LP Ini.Itu # 1001 2010 numbered edition of 250 copies, first vinyl release for this project doing experimental ethno-electronica; beautiful full-colour artwork & poster
14 FERARRI, LUC - Ephemere I & II CD Alga Marghen plana-F33NMN.08 2010 two previously unreleased pieces from 1974 & 1975, only available on this CD (not on the INA GRM box-set) €15,00
73 MILLIS, ROBERT - Label, Lost CD Analogous Records NOM 024 2006 obscure & exciting field recordings from the South-East, collected & edited by this member of CLIMAX GOLDEN TWINS, the anonymous ANOMALOUS RECORDS label first copies 14,50

74 MUSLIMAUE - Iran CD Soleilmoon Recordings SOL 6 CD 2010 re-issue of the very first MUSLIMAUE CD (Soleilmoon 1988), completely re-designed artwork, 13,00 www.soleilmoon.com

75 MUSLIMAUE - Iran LP (Vinyl) Soleilmoon Recordings SOL 6 LP 2009 edition of 300 copies, 14,00 www.soleilmoon.com

76 M.B. [MAURIZIO BIANCHI] + [P. ANDERSSON / NORDVARGR / JARL] - S.F.A.G. / S.F.A.G. - De-Composed do-CD Old Europe Cafe ODEC134 2010 re-issue of old MB MC "SFAG 1981" from 1983 (Broken Flag), re-mastered & now with bonus CD containing three de-compositions by HENRIK NORDVARGR BJ KKK ERIK JARL, & PETER ANDERSSON (RAISSON D'ETRE, etc.) 18,00 www.oleudeuropecafe.com

77 NAJDAA / AIDAN BAKER - White Nights / Drone Fields 2 x DVD Beta-lactam Ring Records mt223 2010 double DVD in gatefold DVD-case with almost 6 hours of visual material from diverse filmmakers, combined with two live-recordings from "NAJDAA (White Nights)" 2h 45 min. Toronto 2007) & AIDAN BAKER solo ("Drone Fields") 2h 58min. Killaroe, Ontario, (2003); very psychedelic stuff "Smoke, fire, clouds, oil, water, glass, humidity and its relation to light and movement are manipulated in a million wondrous ways. "; standard edition lim. 750 copies 19,50 www.blrrecords.com

78 NAJDAA / AIDAN BAKER - White Nights / Drone Fields / DOM 2 x DVD / 2 x CD-set Beta-lactam Ring Records mt223 2010 gatefold DVD-case with almost 6 hours of visual material from diverse filmmakers, combined with two live-recordings from "NAJDAA (White Nights)" 2h 45 min. Toronto 2007) & AIDAN BAKER solo ("Drone Fields") 2h 58min. Killaroe, Ontario, (2003); very psychedelic stuff "Smoke, fire, clouds, oil, water, glass, humidity and its relation to light and movement are manipulated in a million wondrous ways. "; lim. ed. with two bonus CDs (live in Moscow at DOM, 26.Feb.2009), numbered 200 & signed, VERY RARE 50,00 www.blrrecords.com

79 NAJDAA - ARMCHAIR MIGRAINE JOURNEY - Transmit Acoustique Abstration One LP S.F.A.G. mt226 2010 limited run number 200, numbered, 220 gr vinyl & a special custom made book bound sleeve; ... beautiful, collectible, expensive, yes! 39,00 www.blrrecords.com

80 NILSEN, BJ - Draught No. 1 14,00 www.blrrecords.com

81 NOCTURNE - Working Ecstasy 18,00 www.oldeuropacafe.com

82 NON TOXIQUE LOST - Chrrroooooom ! CD Klanggalerie gg152 2010 diverse material collected from MC-only releases; lim. 300, numbered, 220 gr vinyl & a special custom made book bound sleeve; ... beautiful, collectible, expensive, yes! 29,00 www.klanggalerie.com

83 OBJEKT / URIAN - Agitation powerful, dark & grim, they are able to transform the classic elements nto a contemporary version of "conscious" industrial without the typical clichees 15,00 www.tesco-germany.com

84 OUR LOVE WILL DESTROY THE WORLD - Blue Eyes are my Reward 18,00 www.dekorder.com

85 OUR LOVE WILL DESTROY THE WORLD - I hate even Numbers 18,50 www.staalplaat.com

86 OUR LOVE WILL DESTROY THE WORLD - All Early Parts comes in an incredible handmade package (silkscreened art paper with banderole strips and inlay cards. Very beautiful, the label was once active as PETRI SUPPLY. This is the second edition now, 100 copies made again 10,00

87 OUR LOVE WILL DESTROY THE WORLD - La La / Ka Jengbarsi Wolinje MC (C-95) Incubator / Petri Supply INKEY8 2010 another release in this lovely series (artwork painting & sound by the same artist); quite massive electronic drone pulses & patterns by this rising talent 17,50 www.blrrecords.com

88 OUR LOVE WILL DESTROY THE WORLD - and there's an eternity with wings. It's short and it's sweet, it laughs at the mirror and always is now." Very poetic new solo-album by the second LPD mainman, feat. 14,00 www.blrrecords.com

89 S. B. O. T. H. I. - Swimming Behavior of the human Infant CD-gallerie gc131 2010 finally the CD re-issue of the first classic SBOThI LP from 1985 (Selektion SLP 009); feat. RALF WEHOWSKY; edition of 300 copies 15,00

90 SEIFFEEL - OD LOT CD United Dairies UDCD200 2010 rare completion with solo-tracks by STEVEN STAPLETON, COLIN POTTER, ANDREW LILES, M.S. WALDRON; so far only available at live shows or by mailorder direct from the label, now we could get some for re-sale!! 15,00

TAZARTES, GHEDALIA - Ante-Mortem CD Hinterzimmer Records hint09 2010 NEW Tazartes work (rec. in Paris 2010) in 23 parts, released by the excellent Swiss label HINTERZIMMER ! 14,00 www.hinterzimmer-records.com

TIECHENS, ASMUS - Abram CD 1007saler 017 2010 new work based on field recordings of steel tubes transporting waste during the creation of a new subway-tunnel through Hamburg; lim. 300 12,00 www.1007saler.com

TROUM - Bach eingeschaltet, dritter Band (Agnus Dei / Das A) 7" Reue um Reue ru08 2010 third part in this lovely series of J.S.BACH interpretations (BWV 0232 & 1068); lim. & numbered ed. 157 copies, red vinyl, only very few for sale here so act fast if interested !! 14,00 www.troum.com

TWINKLE - Let’s make a Solar System LP Ini.Tu # 0901 2009 project of RICHARD SCOTT & DAVID ROSS doing improvisations with acoustic instruments and analogue / modular synths, creating a very own kind of ethno ambient jazz; numbered edition of 250 copies 12,00 www.ini.tu.net

VOICE OF EYE - The Portland Improvisations CD Conundrum Unlimited CUS 2010 three spontaneous improvisations recorded August 2009 in Portland before a festival performance, hauntingly beautiful dronescapes, created entirely in an acoustic way; plus one new studio-track; lim. 500 HIGHLY RECOMMENDED for any dark drone lover!!! 13,00 www.voiceofeye.com

VOCA - COLECCION DEL SILENZO 26 x MC-box Silentes 2011 amazing new MC series by the Italian label: 26 x MC releases (going from A-Z in the alphabet) by 26 Italian artists working on “free interpretations of silent sounds”; all tapes are limited to 100 copies, this is the subscribers edition that will have a special box for all tapes later (all MCs will be released 2010 - 2011)!! Artists incl. ANDREA MARUTTI (AMON), MAURIZIO BIANCHI, NIMH, FABIO ORSI, SSSHE RETINA STIMULANTS, CRIA CUERPOS, K11, ENRICO CONIGLIO, DEISON, OPUM, etc.; limited 150,00 www.silentes.it

VOCA - Electric Light (COLUMN ONE remixes) CD 90% Wasser WCD004 2001 remixes from the “Electric Pleasure” album by RECHENZENTRUM, SILK SAW, MARC WANNEBE, DITTERICH VON EULER-DONNERSPERG, etc. and 5 tracks by VOCA COLUMN ONE themselves 13,50 www.90-prozent-wasser.de

VOCA - Paper & Plastic do-CD Suitcase 2010 fantastic compilation / audio project feat. exclusive material recorded 1991-2009 by SMALL CRUEL PARTY, YEAST CULTURE, DAS SYNTHETISCHE MISCHGEWEBE, RUNZELSTIRN & GURGELSTOCK, CHOP SHOP, AGOG, ACHIM WOLFSCHEID & KAPOTTE MUZIEK, MERZBOW, SUDDEN INFANT, and many more; comes in clear silkscreened DVD-case designed by ABO of YEAST CULTURE; each tape unique incl. handmade insert/postcards, 16p booklet, sealed with Obi strip. Lim. 600, highly recommended for everyone into PETRI SUPPLY stuff 19,50 http://suitcasecase.com

VOCA - Radio Interference from Unknown Orgasm CD Sonнимage 200701 2007 bizarre compilation ranging from noise to experimental electronic to freaky songwriting from this US experimental label with material by VAL DENHAM, the new Drone Records stars WYRM, MYKEL BOYD, MERZBOW, three excellent tracks by BLACK SUN PRODUCTIONS, and THE SWORD VOLCANO COMPLEX with JOHN MURPHY. special priced now !10,00 www.sonnimage.com

WADA, TASHI - Alignment 12” Yik Yak n18 2010 first ever release (long play 45rpm 12”) by the son of YOSHI WADA, presenting a minimal eight violin canon in just intonation, lim. 400 w. letter press inlay 18,00 www.yikyak.net

WAPPENHALTER, EDGAR - On the Beach LP Morc Records #35 2010 low-fi psychedelia, acoustic & eclectic tape-loops from the ex SYLVESTER ANFANG member, first vinyl release, only 180 copies pressed ! 17,00 www.morc-tapes.com

WHITE STATIC DEMON - Apparitions CD Utech Records URCDD048 2010 new experimental / industrial project of JUSTIN K. BROADRICK 13,00 www.utechrecords.com

WHOTE (=THOMAS WATKISS) - Align LP The Seventh Media VII-1001-LP 2010 newest incarnation / project by THOMAS WATKISS from NYC who just toured through Europe with AMBER ASYLUM in Nov. 2010; showing more obviously his “metal” roots this is industrialized dark drone doom in the way of NADJA, SUNN O))), THIS QUIET ARMY, etc.; lim. 250 in two different vinyl-colours; incl. digital download code 18,50 whole.thomaswatkiss.net

WINDEREN, JANA - The Noisiest Guys on the Planet MC Ash International ASH 2010 mysterious underwater field recordings from Decapods (shrimps) living at the Norwegian coast; MC only release, second edition; professional duplication & cover-art, excellent sounds, and these are REAL 7,00 www.ashinternational.com

WINTER’S DAY - same 7” Morc Records #9 2010 “minimal experimental folk” - first release by the new project of DAWN SMITHSON (JESSAMINE / SUNN O))) and AARON MARTIN; lim. 250 7,50 www.morc-tapes.com

XHOL - Motherfuckers GmbH & Co KG CD Ohr 70040-2 / Zyx Music 1999 re-issue of album from 1972 (recordings from 1970) by the former XHOL CARAVAN 13,00

YEAST CULTURE & ACHIM WOLFSCHEID & ALL FOURS - Light Remixes MC Incubator / Petri Supply YCAW4 2010 live & field recordings by all three artists in interaction and solo-tracks by both YEAST CULTURE & ACHIM WOLFSCHEID made May 1998; comes in handmade / coloured art-object cover using different materials in a collage way!! C-95 but both sides contain the same material 9,00 www.incubator.com

Z’EV & CHRIS WATSON - East African Nocturne CD Atavistic ALPCD 197 2010 first duo collaboration work of these two long active composers, using sounds of WATSONS field recordings and Z’EVs percussion... premiered Sept. 11, 2010 at South London Gallery 13,00 www.atavistic.com

ZEITKRATZER - SonX CD Zeitkratzer Records ZKR 992Z 1999 early ZEITKRATZER album with pieces by ELLIOT SHARP, LAURIE SCHWARTZ, KEITH ROWE, DANIEL OTT, etc. 15,00 www.zeitkratzer.com

ZEITKRATZER - Xtenzioni CD Zeitkratzer Records ZKR 9903 1999 pieces from Burkhard Schlothauer, Radu Malfatti, Ulrich Krieger, Melvyn Poore, Axel D... interpreted by Zeitkratzer; very early release 15,00 www.zeitkratzer.com

ZEITKRATZER - same THE END (is just another beginning).....